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Abstract: Optical trapping is a well-established technique that is increasingly used on
biological substances and nanostructures. Chirality, the property of objects that differ from
their mirror image, is also of significance in such fields, and a subject of much current
interest. This review offers insight into the intertwining of these topics with a focus on the
latest theory. Optical trapping of nanoscale objects involves forward Rayleigh scattering of
light involving transition dipole moments; usually these dipoles are assumed to be electric
although, in chiral studies, magnetic dipoles must also be considered. It is shown
that a system combining optical trapping and chirality could be used to separate
enantiomers. Attention is also given to optical binding, which involves light induced
interactions between trapped particles. Interesting effects also arise when binding is
combined with chirality.
Keywords: optical trap; optical binding; optical forces; chirality; nanophotonics; transition
dipoles; electrodynamics; biophysics

1. Introduction
When a laser beam is scattered by a dielectric microparticle, resulting in light refraction on entering
and leaving the particle, a small amount of momentum is transferred from the photons to the matter.
This change in momentum, known as the gradient force, results in the attraction of the particle to the
high intensity part of the beam (usually the centre). Optical trapping of microscale particles via this
mechanism was first reported in the 1970s [1] and duly led to the initial observation of a single beam
optical trap in 1986 [2]. These preliminary experiments, and many of the methodologies that
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developed from them, utilized the gradient force exerted by a single, tightly focused Gaussian laser
beam to trap particles in solution through what has become known as the ―optical tweezer‖ effect.
Since these initial findings, optical technology has evolved significantly, and traps that facilitate three
dimensional manipulation of particles are now readily available. While originally limited to the controlled
manipulation of individual particles, multitrap setups involving either splitting [3,4] or time sharing [5,6]
with a single laser beam are now also commonly utilized. As a more advanced form of the former,
holographic optical tweezers that employ diffractive optical elements such as spatial light modulators
now allow computer controlled, independent manipulation of multiple particles [7−9]. A number of
multitrap devices have also been developed based on the application of laser beams with more
complex phase and intensity profiles, as for example Bessel or higher order Laguerre Gaussian
beams [10−12].
Optical tweezers have been successfully applied to confine an extensive range of materials, and they
are utilized for a wide variety of purposes. They have been successfully employed in the fabrication—
through manipulation and immobilization of single particles—of micro- and nano-scale structures [13−15].
In a manner analogous to the function of tipped cantilevers in atomic force microscopy, trapped particles
are utilized in scanning microscopy as handles for probes that can map sample surfaces [16,17].
Through the selective trapping of particles it is also possible to sort individual molecules within a
mixed solution [6,18,19]. Beyond the capacity to isolate and spatially arrange microparticles, modern
optical traps can also be utilized to quantitatively measure displacement and applied force with
nanometre and piconewton resolutions, respectively. This level of precision, along with the inherent
non-contact and non-invasive characteristic of the technology, make optical tweezers particularly
appealing for the study of biological systems [20]. For example, force and displacement measurements
have been used with nucleic acids and proteins [21−23], cells [24,25], viruses [26,27] and biological
molecular motors [28].
The role of chirality in optical trapping and optical binding is a subject which has received very
little attention until recently. Physical entities—whether material entities such as molecules, or nonmaterial in the case of circularly polarized light beams—are said to be chiral if they are
non-superimposable on their mirror image; chiral effects in optical trapping may occur if either the
matter or light is chiral. Chirality is not only important in connection with biology [29−34], but it is
also increasingly significant in relation to nanoscale systems such as metamaterials [35−39]. However,
it is noteworthy that different electrodynamical mechanisms operate in the manipulation of objects
such as molecules or nanoparticles. This review summarises recent investigations of the associated
issues, based on a description of the physical mechanisms rather than in-depth mathematical theory.
Section 2 will address the capacity of chiral molecules to exhibit a differential optical response when
irradiated with a non-absorbing laser beam. Such a trapping effect has the potential to
optomechanically separate distinct enantiomers within a racemic mixture. Experimental trapping
procedures typically involve near-micrometre scale particles, but similar levels of optical control are
possible within the nanoscale [40−42]. Section 3 tackles the role of chirality in optical binding; a
phenomenon, predicted initially by Thirunamachandran [43], which is distinct from optical trapping. In
optical binding, applied electromagnetic radiation not only traps but also induces a force between
particles. These laser-induced forces can be either attractive or repulsive (despite the term ―binding‖)
and, crucially, they may override the intrinsic dispersion force that acts between particles. Here, too,
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experimental efforts that initially concentrated on dielectric microparticles [44−49] now increasingly
focus on binding between nanoparticles [50,51]. Within the latter size regime, a host of theoretical
developments have appeared in the literature—see [52] and references therein, including molecular
studies based on quantum theory [53−55]. Our focus is on the novel opportunities afforded by the
optical binding of chiral molecules and nanoparticles.
2. Chirality in Optical Trapping
Some of the most innovative recent research involving the optical interactions of chiral material
focuses on trapping specific types of solid microparticle; for example, in connection with observation
of the internal helical structure of trapped particles [56], the production of an omnidirectional chiral
mirror enabling optomechanical effects [57], or the selective manipulation of chiral objects dependent
on photon helicity [58]. Moreover, outside of trapping techniques, it has recently been shown that
motion can be applied to chiral macroscopic material through use of an optical ―tractor beam‖ [59].
Optical trapping at the nanoscale, where the wavelength of light exceeds the particle dimensions, is
necessarily treated differently to the ray optics approach of microparticle trapping. Treatment of the
former usually involves the interaction of transition electric dipole moments (E1) with the applied
electromagnetic field, in a forward Rayleigh scattering mechanism [52,60−62]. Scattering of this type
implies concerted single photon absorption and emission events, in other word a coupling of two
photon interactions, with the direction and energy of the emergent light being identical to the input.
When studying Rayleigh scattering (and most other optical effects) it is usually legitimate to assume
that all the light−matter interactions are mediated by the transition electric dipole moments of the
molecule; henceforth this will be termed an E12 interaction, denoting two electric−dipole interactions.
However, scattering may still occur—though to a much lesser extent—when one of the interactions
involves a transition magnetic dipole (i.e., concerted E1M1 couplings). In chiral discrimination studies,
in which slightly different optical effects are observed using left-handed circularly polarized light
compared to right-handed light, it is the E1M1 feature that offers the most important contribution—a
feature that arises since electric and magnetic effects have fundamentally different symmetry
properties with regard to spatial inversion (and also time reversal) [63]. As will be shown, the resulting
dissimilarity may be exploited with respect to chiral molecules in an optical trap.
In the case of forward Rayleigh scattering the fundamental physical observable (whether or not
chiral molecules are involved) is the optically induced potential energy [64], from which an optical
trapping force is determined as the spatial gradient. This contrasts, for example, with the process of
circular dichroism—the differential absorption of left- and right-handed circularly polarized light—
whose observable is signified by a rate (as determined from the Fermi Rule) and is thus completely
distinct from optical trapping. The electric dipole approximation is almost universally employed in
optical trapping calculations, although the effects of electric quadrupole moments have been examined
[65]. In contrast, as stated earlier, E1M1 optical trapping interactions are crucial in the study of chiral
discrimination since differential scattering cannot occur via E12 interactions, i.e., identical optical
effects arise for left- and right-handed input light in such cases. As shown in Figure 1, while
discrimination is usually defined in terms of a difference in the optical response of a specific
enantiomer (either a left- or right-handed molecule) irradiated with left-handed polarized light
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compared to right-handed light—illustrated in (a) and (c), or (b) and (d)—equally discriminatory
results are attained for left-handed circularly polarized light, say, applied to a left-handed enantiomer
relative to a right-handed one. The principle is depicted by the pairings (a) and (b), or (c) and (d) in
Figure 1. The latter cases, involving a single beam of defined circularity, leads to the interesting
prospect of enantiomer separation by optical means—a subject of much current interest, which is
further outlined below.

Figure 1. Illustration of the equivalences (a ≡ b, c ≡ d) between the discriminatory optical
trapping forces for chiral molecules of different handedness (depicted by red and green
spheres) irradiated by circularly polarized light of either handedness (right- and left-handed
forms shown with opposite twist) propagating in the direction shown by the black arrows.
All other pairs are non-equivalent.
Before pursuing this further, it is interesting to reflect on the range of other methods that are
available for achieving enantiomer separation. While chromatographic or electromigration techniques,
involving the detection of material chirality using a substance known as a ―chiral selector‖, are
well-established industrial-scale separation procedures [66−69], other experiments independent of such
selectors are offered in the literature. For microscale particles, most investigations rely on
hydrodynamical forces associated with the shape of chiral objects, resulting in separate migratory
pathways (driven by a steady fluid flow) [70−74]. Another system is based on a ―propeller effect‖, in
which an applied radio frequency electric field of rotating polarization induces opposite enantiomers to
rotate in opposing directions [75]; this effect has recently been experimentally verified using chiral
helical colloids in a rotating magnetic field [76]. A promising optical method to separate
mirror-imaged chiral microparticles, in a fluidic environment, has also recently been reported [77,78].
This optofluidic sorting scheme depends on chiral (circularly polarized) light to produce optical forces
that deflects left-handed cholesteric droplets in an opposite direction to right-handed droplets. Despite
these successes, downscaling into nanoscale dimensions remains elusive in practical terms since, for
example, approaches based on circular Bragg reflection [79] suffer extensive complications due to
thermal fluctuations; although there has been recent progress on enantiomer detection using
microwave spectroscopy [80−83] it has not afforded a means of separation. Theoretical interest in
optical forces on chiral objects is increasing continually [84−87], especially in connection with
molecular enantiomers [88−105]; as a result, a workable optical system for separation of chiral
molecules should, hopefully, be achievable in the not too distant future.
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Against this context, although numerous forms of optical force are under consideration in the
literature, it is of considerable interest to conceive an optomechanical method for the specific purpose
of chiral separation, based on optical trapping. To this end, the physical mechanism—based on the
concepts introduced in Figure 1—needs to be understood. A complete mathematical description,
whose details are provided elsewhere [101], is attained by first determining an expression for the lightinduced potential energy E acting on a chiral molecule, where both E12 and E1M1 interactions arise;
 I r  
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(1)

where ij are components of the polarizability matrix—amongst which there are non-zero values for
every molecule or nanoparticle—with i and j denoting Cartesian coordinates; Gij is a counterpart
electric-magnetic scattering matrix and I(r) is the intensity of the trapping beam at position r.
Moreover, ei L R  and bj L R  are Cartesian components of the circular polarization vectors for the electric
and magnetic fields, respectively (either left- or right-handed chirality as denoted by the superscript); a
summation over repeated indices i, j is implicit. Throughout, overbars signify complex conjugation
(which effectively inverts chirality). In Equation (1), the first term corresponds to the E12 interaction
and the other terms to the E1M1 couplings. Chiral discrimination is found from E  LR   E  L  E  R  so
that, since the first term is identical for left- and right-handed polarized light (and thus cancel out), the
following is derived;
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in which only the terms that correspond to E1M1 couplings arise. On trapping two opposite
enantiomers (i.e., a right-handed and a left-handed chiral molecule), the differential force is found
from F = F(L) – F(R), where the optical trapping force for each enantiomer is determined from the
L|R
L|R
potential energy through the expression F    r     E    r   . In cases where the molecules undergo
free rotational motion, the middle term in Equation (2) simply delivers the value 2/3. It is discovered
that the differential forces, due to the E1M1 interactions, are equal and opposite when comparing the
right-handed enantiomer with the left-handed molecule—this is the origin of enantiomer separation
due to optical trapping.
A simple calculation can illustrate the principle. For chiral molecules with modest polarizability
volumes of 5 × 10−28 m3, within a pulsed laser beam of intensity 4 × 1011 W cm−2 and waist 10 µm,
estimates for the typical magnitude of such a differential force is 10−15–10−14 N [104], considered to be
well within experimental reach. To achieve the necessary levels of irradiance, we anticipate that the
input beam would take the form of ultrashort (femtosecond) pulses, such that the molecular response
would take the form of a series of impulses typically valued in the 2 × 10−29 N s range. In the relatively
long (picosecond) intervals between successive pulses, there would be very little drift, so that the net
effect would be equivalent to that of continuous irradiation. One possible implementation for
enantiomer separation, based on optical trapping, may involve enantiomers in a solution. In such a
scenario, while all the enantiomers are attracted to the high-intensity part of a circularly polarized
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trapping beam (for example, the centre of a Gaussian beam), the left-handed molecule may be more
inclined, in relation to its mirror image, to reside in the high intensity region of the beam [105]. This
prospect does not account for the intermolecular interactions known as optical binding, which is the
subject of the following section.
3. Chirality in Optical Binding
Optical binding is a laser-induced force that acts between trapped molecules—although it is
fundamentally distinct from optical trapping. This phenomena is again described by forward Rayleigh
scattering although, in this case, a photon is absorbed at one molecule and emitted at another, and
electromagnetic couplings between the molecules occur; this mechanism, therefore, involves four
photon interactions with the emergent beam unchanged. The first study [106] of optical binding
between chiral molecules revealed that the binding force is independent of the handedness of the
incident light, with the discrimination arising due to the electric-magnetic dipole polarizabilities of
each molecule (the E1M1−E1M1 couplings); the magnitude of the corresponding forces is typically
10−4 times smaller than conventional optical binding, i.e., the situation when all four photon
interactions relate to electric dipole transition moments. However, although E12 couplings are always
non-discriminatory, it is possible for one chiral molecule to interact in this manner whilst the other
engages E1M1 coupling; under such circumstances the optical binding force between the molecular
pair, involving one and one G matrix, is discriminatory. This system, denoted by E12−E1M1 and
until recently [107] overlooked in the literature, can be shown to have a binding force that is
discriminatory with respect to the handedness of the molecules and the incident light (although no
discriminatory force arises when the laser light is linearly polarized). Typically, this force is two orders
of magnitude larger than the E1M1−E1M1 case.
The optically induced potential energy between a pair of chiral molecules (A, B) in the arrangement
k  R , where k is the wave-vector of the incident circularly polarized beam and R is the
inter-particle separation vector, is expressible as [107];
E  L|R   r, R  

Ig 12  rA , rB 
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8 02c 2 R 3
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where I is the mean input laser irradiance, g
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is a degree of second order coherence [108],

and  and G are the scalar equivalents of the molecular polarizability scattering matrices defined
earlier. In Equation (3) the upper sign corresponds to left-handed, and the lower to right-handed,
optical input. If the laser beam is propagating parallel to the inter-particle separation vector,
,
then the potential energy becomes:
E
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The result for the potential energy when the pair is orientationally averaged, which pertains to the
situation where the molecular pair is allowed to tumble freely, takes the following form (suppressing
the labelled position dependence):

E

 L|R 

 R



Ig 
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G  G   cos 2kR  kR sin 2kR  3sin 2kR  3cos 2kR  3sin 2kR 

4 02c 2 R3




2
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2k 3 R 3 

(5)

where G  G . From Equations (3–5), the differential forces of attraction or repulsion between the
participant molecules can be derived from F  L|R   R    E  L|R  R  R . It can thus be deduced that for a
pair of chemically identical enantiomers the differential force will be zero, irrespective of the
handedness of incident light. If, however, the pair of chiral particles have identical handedness then
there exists a non-zero discriminatory binding force, whose sign depends on both the particle and of
the radiation handedness. In this case, a pair of right-handed particles irradiated by right-handed light
has the same discriminatory binding force as the corresponding pair of left-handed particles irradiated
by left-handed light. This equivalence is illustrated in Figure 2, i.e., (a) ≡ (b). A pair of right-handed
particles irradiated by left-handed light, however, differs from a pair of right-handed particles
irradiated by right-handed light (or vice versa), so that in Figure 2, {(a), (b)} ≠ {(c), (d)}, whilst it is
clearly the case that (c) ≡ (d).

Figure 2. Illustration of the equivalences (a ≡ b, c ≡ d), and non-equivalences (a, b ≠ c, d),
between the discriminatory optical binding forces between chiral particles of different
handedness (depicted by red and green spheres) irradiated by circularly polarized light of
either handedness (right- and left-handed forms shown with opposite twist). For cases e, f,
where the two species are enantiomers, the discriminatory force vanishes: the pair
effectively represents a system that is achiral, and the optical binding force is accordingly
independent of the handedness of light.
Possible routes to exploit these discriminatory optical binding forces may be found in the
helicity-dependent optomechanical manipulation of chiral particles [57,58], or chiral sorting strategies
based on optical forces [71,73,78,109,110]. Calculations based on the application of Equation (5) as a
correction to the leading (E12−E12) result [43] produce graphs of the form shown in Figure 3, where
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the magnitude of the correction is taken to be of the order of the fine structure constant, ~1/137, (i.e.,
the fundamental physical constant that characterizes the relative strength of electromagnetic
interactions) a factor that is typical for such cases. Here, the inset to Figure 3 shows the different
positioning of the principal optical binding energy minima, for particles whose handedness is either
both the same, or both opposite to, that of the radiation. It emerges that, for a laser wavelength of 628
nm, there is a displacement of 5 nm between these minima: in consequence, any modulation of the
optical input between right and left circular polarizations will be a corresponding oscillation in their
equilibrium positions. One potentially realizable application is therefore a means to identify chirality in
optically bound systems. These and other possibilities for process implementation are now the subject
of further active investigation.

Figure 3. Plot of the optical binding potential energy (in arbitrary units) for two chiral
particles in a circularly polarized beam. The abscissa scale measures the inter-particle
distance R in dimensionless units of kR, the wave-number k is defined as 2 with as the
laser wavelength. On the scale of the main graph, there is an imperceptible difference
between the results for particles whose handedness is either the same, or opposite to, that
of the radiation. The inset exhibits the difference between the two cases, around the
position of the first potential energy minimum.
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